Abstract. The tractor-semitrailer model is general described and analyzed in road reference coordinate system. The lateral error of look-ahead distance has been chosen as nominal plant and a robust controller using H∞ loop-shaping procedure is designed which can ensure the maximum stability margin meet the performance requirements. The results show that the controller can make the tractor-semitrailer stable under perturbed conditions and can guarantee the look-ahead lateral offset keeping in the specified scope proposed. The target of lateral control is satisfactory.
Introduction
When the Tractor-semitrailer meets interference on the road, lateral displacement will increase without limited by time. So, it is necessary to do some manipulations to insure that vehicle system can travel by planned routes. The author [1] has designed H ∞ loop-shaping robust controller to study the tractor-semitrailer response in straight line when the vehicle subjected interference by the lateral force, although the study ends up with good results but it dose not take control for the generalized description vehicle model. WANG [2] make use of this control method to study the vehicle steering, but the degree of freedom (DOF) of body roll in vehicle model is not considered. For previous study, this paper will work further more and be organized as follows. First of all, in order to realize the targets of the control for interference and the tracking output, tractor-semitrailer model which include DOF of body roll will be described in road reference coordinate system as generalized controlled object; Secondly, H ∞ loop-shaping robust controller will be designed and the order of the controller will be reduced; Finally, path tracking control of tractorsemitrailer will be simulated.
Analyses of tractor-semitrailer model in road reference coordinate system

Describe of generalized controlled object
In road reference coordinate system, X r -axis direction is tangential direction of drive line. Y r -axis direction is vertical with X r -axis and goes through the center of mass of tractor, Z r -axis direction is vertical with X r -Y r plane and it pointing upwards. Symbol y r1 represents the distance between the center of mass of tractor and the center line of the road in the Y r -axis direction. Lookahead distance is d in the direction of X r , lateral displacement of its observation point to target line is Y d , just show in Figure 1 . Parameters are given in Table 1 . arm that front wheel lateral force to kingpin(0.05m)
Lo ok -a he ad po in t To ensure Y r axis which through the center of mass of tractor is perpendicular to X r axis, it is necessary to assume coordinates of path to the moving coordinate system, you could know all coordinate system's relations in Figure From (2) and (3) 
Then, motion equations of tractor-semitrailer are written about y r (t) two order form
so equations of motion express as
In (9), 0 is 7-order zero matrix, I is 7-order unit matrix, which write as the form of generalized description where A is 14 order matrix, B 1 is 14×2 order matrix, other factors will be determined. Designing H ∞ robust controller can make use of (10).
The analysis of transfer functions
In the control generalized system by disturbance Fig.3 , G 0 (s) is nominal controlled object, K s is controller, y is measuring output, interference signal w is as the system disturbance input d s which come from transfer function W(s), control output z is same with the measuring output y from system. 
so the transfer function matrix is 
Because of that controlled output z and measuring output y from system is same, so that C 11 =C 21 C 12 =C 22 . Putting the data from Appendix A table into (10), (15) and (18), look-ahead distance is 10metter, and then the transfer function matrix (13) can be gotten.
Design of H loop shaping controller
From McFarlane and Glover [3, 4, 5] The order of positive feedback controller K s which is original obtained in this paper is 13. It is not good for application in engineering when order is too high. Therefore, we choose Hankel norm approximation method for model to reduced order. [7] [8] [2] . So, tractor-semitrailer's control goal is to let vehicle system drive in the road, if it appears lateral deviation, controller should ensure that lateral offset is not beyond the required range. According to control objectives, it structures a driving route that it is continuous multi-curves, the designing route shows in Figure 6 . Assuming that tractor-semitrailer drives in 500 meters road with constant advance speed, then goes to curvature radius of 600 meters' circular route which has three sections respectively, then, driving out along 500 meters straight. In the total route, steering wheel keeps zero degree firstly, and then changes three times, at last zero again. 
Conclusions
Tractor-semitrailer model which include DOF of body roll is described in road reference coordinate system as generalized controlled object. H ∞ loop-shaping robust controller is designed and the order of the controller is reduced which could make the tractor-semitrailer stable under perturbed conditions and could guarantee the lookahead lateral offset keeping in the satisfied range.
